
There are three main differences between a CV and a resumé: the length, the purpose and the layout.

What is the difference between a CV and a Resumé? 
And when should I use which?

CV

A CV would include:

• Contact Information + Brief Biography

• Awards and Honors

• Areas of Academic Interest, including Education + Qualifications 

    o Listing of Relevant Course Work to Match Career or Academic Objective

    o Scientific or Academic Research, Laboratory Experience, Grants Received

    o Description of Thesis or Dissertation

    o Academic or Professional Presentations Delivered

    o Graduate Fieldwork

    o Scholarships, Grants, Fellowships, and Assistantships

    o Study Abroad and International Experiences 

• Employment History + Achievements and Responsibilities

• Professional Licenses, Certifications or Memberships

• Papers, Books and other Publications You Have Written

• Professional and Association Memberships

• Letters of Recommendation or a List of References

• Professional Development You Have Undertaken

   o Courses + Training

• Teaching Experience

• A List of Skills + Technical, Computer, and

  Language Skills

A resumé is a marketing document. It is a brief 
summary of your skills and experiences over one to 
two pages, whereas a CV is more detailed and can 
stretch well beyond two pages.  

CV (Curriculum Vitae) means ‘the course of one’s life or 
career’ and is an in-depth document that contains a 
high level of detail about your achievements. A CV is a 
record of your academic and professional achievements 
and is often used to apply for an academic job, research 
position, grant or scholarship. The length of a CV is 
often subject to the applicant’s experience and is 
typically divided into Research, Teaching 
and Service. 

Start a working document for both your resumé 
and your CV. Everything you’re doing as a 
graduate student adds value to your career. It is 

important to start capturing this information early to 
ensure you don’t forget or miss out on recording some 
of your important achievements. Remember to keep 
your working copy and create a tailored version of 
either the resumé or the CV specific to the job/company 
you are applying.

RESUMÉ
A resumé would include:
• Contact Information• Work History/Experience• Education

• Skills
• A Professional Summary    or Objective (Optional)• Hobbies and Interests   (Optional) 

CONTACT INFO

FIRST NAME
SURNAME

ADDRESS

E-MAIL

PHONE

LINKEDIN

EDUCATION

WORK EXPERIENCE

HOBBIES

SKILLS


